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 From “The Four Hour Body,” to “Atkins,” you can find diet cults to match seemingly any mood and
personality type.From the national bestselling writer of Racing Weight, Matt Fitzgerald exposes
the irrationality, half-truths, and downright impossibility of a “single right way” to eat, and reveals
how to develop rational, healthy diet plan. Everywhere we turn, somebody is definitely preaching
the “One True Way” to consume for optimal health. The 1st clue that that is a fallacy may be the
sheer variety of diet plans advocated. Low-carb gurus demonize carbs, then you can find the low-
fat prophets. However they agree on a very important factor: there is only 1 true way to eat for
optimal health. Paleo Diet plan advocates reveal that all foods less than 12,000 yrs . old are the
enemy. Certainly, while all of these competing sights claim to be backed by “science,” an excellent
look at actual nutritional science itself shows that it is difficult to identify a single best way to
consume. Many professional athletes currently practice this “Good Enough” diet, and today we
can as well and ditch the brainwashing of these diet cults for good. Fitzgerald advocates an
agnostic, rational method of eating habits, predicated on one’s own habits, life-style, and
genetics/body type.
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A must read! One of the best books on diet and all the myths and fallacies that surround it all.
It's also a good insight into human character and the need to believe in or belong to something,
regardless of the drawbacks. The one thing I must say i disagree with Matt on is definitely his
take that endurance athletes are the healthiest people. With all the current acute and overuse
injuries, along with the tragic deaths which have occurred while schooling for and taking part in
endurance occasions like marathons, I think trainees are far better off doing some form of circuit
weight training for overall fitness and health.Matt is a very good article writer and the book has a
good flow to it. All included prepared foods, all included a mixture of plant and animal foods,
and whenever a diet was intensely skewed in favor of one macronutrient, it appears to have
already been carbohydrates more commonly than fat or protein. Awesome Over 65 years back
in 1. So it's with dietary fanaticism as well. Fitzgerald walks us through significant amounts of
science (and some anecdotes) to make some of the following factors: - A healthy diet does not
really have to check out any restrictive diet fads, and in fact a healthy diet probably contains
more range than most crash diets offer (think all-fat, all-protein, all raw meals – you obtain it).In
my case, I went vegan at age 17 after watching EARTHLINGS. I highly recommend people view
that movie so they can be conscientious of issues of animal suffering, but the trauma of my
looking at experience blinded me to the devastation that was going to follow. Nevertheless, he's
absolutely right in his stage that there surely is no single greatest eating plan. After switching to
the McDougall Diet, an extremely low-fat vegan diet predicated on prepared starches, the acne
persisted, and I now experienced toothaches, constipation, and dry eyes. I cannot deny the
selling point of diet cults, as they charm to the part of me who admires the discipline and
devotion of ascetics." Moreover, on those occasions when I did cheat on animal items, I would
defeat myself up about it, then vow to eat vegan harder and more diligently than previously. It is
accurate the factory farming system is highly unethical, but vegetarian hatred of meats eaters
extends beyond that, because vegetarians will irrationally attack people such as Joel Salatin who
produce meat in an ethically and environmentally accountable manner.One bad reviewer of this
publication stated that Fitzgerald owes Loren Cordain an apology since the best four foods in
Fitzgerald’s “diet hierarchy,” vegetables, fruits, nuts/seeds, and high-quality meats, are basically
the Paleo Diet plan. Ignoring that there IS evidence of hunter-gatherers consuming grains and
legumes (plus honey- another food foolishly banned by Cordain), and that hybridized,
agricultural foods are extremely different from the wild foods consumed by hunter-gatherers,
this misses the idea entirely about what constitutes “diet cults. We want this in the us. Amazingly,
some vegans will reconcile their supplementation making use of their belief that human beings
are natural herbivores, saying for example that in the olden days, people used to get B12 from
“filthy” produce, and B12 insufficiency is simply due to sterile, modern fruit and veggies. That
should really let you know something about how exactly unnatural your diet is..In conclusion,
listed below are my five biggest indicators someone is usually in a diet cult. If these apply to you,
you have to read Fitzgerald’s publication ASAP!THE REAL Believer, Eric Hoffer surmised that
political and religious fanaticism stemmed from underlying feelings of inadequacy or self-hatred.
You imagine it’s feasible to eat unlimited calories on your diet rather than get fat.” For example, a
vegetarian can commonly see meats eaters while evil. Well, you’re just eating an excessive
amount of protein, not enough excess fat. It’s time to proceed ketogenic. Or you’re not keto-
adapted yet. Or you’re sneaking carbs.2. You imagine any health problems a person encounters
on your diet are because of improperly following diet, not the dietary plan itself. Eat all the
butter and lard you need. Accurate believer's in anything, end up being it politics, religious
beliefs, economics OR eating, believe ABSOLUTELY in one path.3. You imagine your daily diet is



“the organic human diet plan” or “the one true way. Diet Cults by Matt Fitzgerald offers a good
summary of the prevailing diets of our day time. Indigenous diets varied wildly, but there have
been some overlaps.Actually nice work, every fitness and/or nutrition buff will be well advised to
include this to their library.4. Your daily diet needs you to supplement. Natural supplements
were not even around before mid 1900s, so state you’re a vegan who has to supplement B12
only to survive. Also if Cordain himself is definitely OK with just a little cheating on the Paleo
Diet, he still bears responsibility for the Puritans in his movement, due to his categorical
demonization of grains, legumes, and dairy- portraying them because the root cause of
everything from obesity to type II diabetes to heart disease to tumor to leaky gut and
autoimmune disorders, and literal poisons even. They’re about certain foods being
monolithically good, others being monolithically poor. Interesting and easy to read I find it
impossible to learn Fitzgerald's books rather than come apart feeling like I've learned something
of value. It hels to go back to basics . Gaining fat, or feeling sluggish, chilly, constipated, or
nauseous on your own low carb diet? This is the type of disordered consuming Matt Fitzgerald is
trying to prevent. Another great text message from Matt Fitzgerald Another great text from Matt
Fitzgerald. You'll either benefit from the book or discover its articles difficult to swallow -
probably if you are beholden to the cults he discusses. His stage isn't that these systems don't
work, but rather that every works for reasons considerably different than they advertise: mainly
the sense of belonging they offer. Make no mistake about any of it, this is an essential element of
any diet, or workout, program. After only 1 year to be vegan (and a mostly raw vegan at that), I
was suffering from chronic indigestion, irritability, hair loss, emaciation, and acne, which I barely
ever got in the heavy of puberty.I've spent years telling anyone who will listen that food is fuel,
not poison. It's simply a matter of do you like it and will you stick with it.5. Not only is his
research helpful, his writing style is definitely breezy and conversational. If you're feeling baffled
by the abundance of dietary dogma out now there, this is an excellent book to very clear the air
flow and get you founded in relation to eating in a way that is both pleasant, healthful, and
sustainable. I regularly hear intelligent people wax poetic about purely anecdotal proof and
decry empirical proof as biased or irrelevant. Only their own experiences will change their
minds, and we seek out info that confirms our biases and we disregard what contradicts it. I
required this book. I am both a sceptic of rigid diet programs and a sucker for them. This
madness continuing for nearly 3 years, and I usually thought my health problems could be
stopped by taking this or that supplement, or by tweaking my diet within the entire framework of
veganism or "plant-based. But I also cannot deny my infinite attraction to any forbidden fruit.
Research has obviously identified the ability for a person to stick to a diet or workout program as
the factor best correlated to success. There is no bad food; we have to recognize that some food
is better gas than others, but it doesn't mean you must never eat those " not really great" fuel
sources.I am grateful Mr. Fitzgerald provides the citations to the research he used.
Unfortunately, he's probably preaching to the choir. If you're already found that way of
consuming, it's still a fascinating read. Common Sense Ain't So Common I've never bought a
book immediately after it's release until We read a brief excerpt from Diet plan Cults.Scanning
this book, l held thinking, "This is just common sense." But, as a former boss of mine is usually
fond of saying, "Good sense ain't so common." Reassurance for the agnostic eaters and the
omnivores in our midst This book offers a remarkable look at the history of religion, or
specifically human spiritual traditions, and how they affect the foods we choose that we eat. In
our earliest civilizations, food served as a way of communicating and a way of differentiating
ourselves from additional tribes. A developing language system helped maintain your tribe from



eating poison, and having a particular important food made your people more advanced than
the enemies later on. People’s desperation to lose excess weight, or in the case vegetarians and
vegans, guilt overeating animal products, will carry them to severe lengths, and make them
susceptible to nutritional promises which are bogus, if risk-free. Why? - Weight reduction is a lot
more dependent on exercise than on any specific diet, but self-control also has been underrated
by weight-loss gurus/doctors/treatment centers/industry. Five Stars Great book. I recommend
this publication.” They’re not about balance, inclusivity, moderation, or nuance. We appreciate
the simplicity within an industry that loves to “research” up their doctrine, it really is good to get
a book that is clear, simple and informative. Must read. Yet, to ask a genuine believer from any
one of these, they'll tell you that theirs is the ONE and all the rest are false. You can’t store fat in
the event that you don’t spike your insulin! Common sense indicate the impossibility of the line
of thought. With 7 Billion inhabitants, how can there become just one way of doing anything.
We've a huge selection of brands of vehicles, styles of music, tv and movie choices, important
thing - choice's are abundant. - People have a deep need for community and public bonding,
which we exhibit through our diet options. Because we have been each unique and the market
recognizes this and seeks to supply a product to satisfy every taste.” As Fitzgerald explains, there
is absolutely no “the” human diet. From Paleo to Vegan, everybody knows someone who has
selected a part, spouts its benefits, belittles those that fail to "start to see the light" and proclaim
the evil of other choices. Without choosing sides or revealing his own bias, he shows us the good,
the poor and the ugly of every. The best message being: maybe they have some worth, but
different ways of eating may also have something to offer us. All Extremes Are Bad It has been
said that there are almost 3000 different religions in existence. You see people who don’t follow
your diet as being "not only in error, but in sin. It hels to return to fundamentals and lear how
the majority of the popular Diets are advertising ploys.. Must read... Whenever you categorically
demonize a meals, people are naturally going to believe that the much less they eat of it, the
healthier they’re likely to be, when that’s not necessarily the case. Five Stars Very useful for my
analysis paper.
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